MARINE MEMBER AREA

In the marine member area, you can access the updated collection of all the communications sent through the RINA mailing service, containing documents and news on the International shipping world.

In particular you will find updates on the regulatory developments by the International bodies (Marine Rule Update), on news from the Flag Administrations (Marine Information Notice) besides Technical Bulletins on especially interesting and topical subjects, Technical Circulars providing information on International rules (IMO, IACS) and on RINA rules or on relevant rule amendments entering into force.

You can also read all RINA rules with the relevant rule variations.

In the marine member area you will also find guidelines, checklists, rule interpretations, PSC cards and many further RINA publications of interest for all the ship operators.

Registration to the member area is very easy; fill in the requested fields and in case you would like to receive regulatory updates and remarkable information on the International shipping industry, please flag the box “I wish to receive the “RINA news for the shipping world” and you will automatically become a member of RINA mailing list.